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inspiring story shines." - Publishers Weekly (Starred Review) "Crossing the Line
will not just leave you with hope, but also ideas on how to make that hope
transferable” - New York Times bestselling author Wes Moore An inspiring memoir of
defying the odds from Kareem Rosser, captain of the first all-black squad to win
the National Interscholastic Polo championship. Born and raised in West
Philadelphia, Kareem thought he and his siblings would always be stuck in “The
Bottom”, a community and neighborhood devastated by poverty and violence. Riding
their bicycles through Philly’s Fairmount Park, Kareem’s brothers discover a barn
full of horses. Noticing the brothers’ fascination with her misfit animals, Lezlie
Hiner, founder of The Work to Ride stables, offers them their escape: an after
school job in exchange for riding lessons. What starts as an accidental discovery
turns into a love for horseback riding that leads the Rossers to discovering their
passion for polo. Pursuing the sport with determination and discipline, Kareem
earns his place among the typically exclusive players in college, becoming part of
the first all-Black national interscholastic polo championship team—all while
struggling to keep his family together. Crossing the Line: A Fearless Team of
Brothers and the Sport That Changed Their Lives Forever is the story of bonds of
brotherhood, family loyalty, the transformative connection between man and horse,
and forging a better future that comes from overcoming impossible odds.
Teaching for Black Lives Flora Harriman McDonnell 2018-04-13 Black students'
bodies and minds are under attack. We're fighting back. From the north to the
south, corporate curriculum lies to our students, conceals pain and injustice,
masks racism, and demeans our Black students. But it¿s not only the curriculum
that is traumatizing students.
Blood on the River Elisa Carbone 2007-09-20 Traveling to the New World in 1606 as
the page to Captain John Smith, twelve-year-old orphan Samuel Collier settles in
the new colony of James Town, where he must quickly learn to distinguish between
friend and foe. Reprint.
The Chronicles of Narnia Vol III: The Voyage of the Dawn Treader C.S.Lewis
2016-08-12 The Voyage of the Dawn Treader sees Edmund and Lucy, along with their
priggish cousin Eustace Scrubb, return to Narnia. Once there, they join Caspian's
voyage on the ship to find the seven lords who were banished when Miraz took over
the throne. As they sail toward Aslan's country at the edge of the world, they
come face to face with many dangers and wonders, including the place where dreams
come true. They discover that their quest is more than they imagined and that the
world's end is only the beginning…
Fortune and Glory Janet Evanovich 2021-05-04 From “the most popular mystery writer
alive” (The New York Times), the twenty-seventh entry in the #1 New York Times
bestselling series isn’t just the biggest case of Stephanie Plum’s career. It’s

Long Way Down Jason Reynolds 2017-10-24 “An intense snapshot of the chain reaction
caused by pulling a trigger.” —Booklist (starred review) “Astonishing.” —Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) “A tour de force.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) A
Newbery Honor Book A Coretta Scott King Honor Book A Printz Honor Book A Time Best
YA Book of All Time (2021) A Los Angeles Times Book Prize Winner for Young Adult
Literature Longlisted for the National Book Award for Young People’s Literature
Winner of the Walter Dean Myers Award An Edgar Award Winner for Best Young Adult
Fiction Parents’ Choice Gold Award Winner An Entertainment Weekly Best YA Book of
2017 A Vulture Best YA Book of 2017 A Buzzfeed Best YA Book of 2017 An ode to Put
the Damn Guns Down, this is New York Times bestselling author Jason Reynolds’s
electrifying novel that takes place in sixty potent seconds—the time it takes a
kid to decide whether or not he’s going to murder the guy who killed his brother.
A cannon. A strap. A piece. A biscuit. A burner. A heater. A chopper. A gat. A
hammer A tool for RULE Or, you can call it a gun. That’s what fifteen-year-old
Will has shoved in the back waistband of his jeans. See, his brother Shawn was
just murdered. And Will knows the rules. No crying. No snitching. Revenge. That’s
where Will’s now heading, with that gun shoved in the back waistband of his jeans,
the gun that was his brother’s gun. He gets on the elevator, seventh floor,
stoked. He knows who he’s after. Or does he? As the elevator stops on the sixth
floor, on comes Buck. Buck, Will finds out, is who gave Shawn the gun before Will
took the gun. Buck tells Will to check that the gun is even loaded. And that’s
when Will sees that one bullet is missing. And the only one who could have fired
Shawn’s gun was Shawn. Huh. Will didn’t know that Shawn had ever actually USED his
gun. Bigger huh. BUCK IS DEAD. But Buck’s in the elevator? Just as Will’s trying
to think this through, the door to the next floor opens. A teenage girl gets on,
waves away the smoke from Dead Buck’s cigarette. Will doesn’t know her, but she
knew him. Knew. When they were eight. And stray bullets had cut through the
playground, and Will had tried to cover her, but she was hit anyway, and so what
she wants to know, on that fifth floor elevator stop, is, what if Will, Will with
the gun shoved in the back waistband of his jeans, MISSES. And so it goes, the
whole long way down, as the elevator stops on each floor, and at each stop someone
connected to his brother gets on to give Will a piece to a bigger story than the
one he thinks he knows. A story that might never know an END…if Will gets off that
elevator. Told in short, fierce staccato narrative verse, Long Way Down is a fast
and furious, dazzlingly brilliant look at teenage gun violence, as could only be
told by Jason Reynolds.
Crossing the Line Kareem Rosser 2021-02-09 "A marvelous addition to the literature
of inspirational sports stories." - Booklist (Starred Review) "This remarkable and
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the adventure of a lifetime. When Stephanie’s beloved Grandma Mazur’s new husband
died on their wedding night, the only thing he left her was a beat-up old easy
chair…and the keys to a life-changing fortune. But as Stephanie and Grandma Mazur
search for Jimmy Rosolli’s treasure, they discover that they’re not the only ones
on the hunt. Two dangerous enemies from the past stand in their way—along with a
new adversary who’s even more formidable: Gabriela Rose, a dark-eyed beauty from
Little Havana with a taste for designer clothes. She’s also a soldier of fortune,
a gourmet cook, an expert in firearms and mixed martial arts—and someone who’s
about to give Stephanie a real run for her money. Stephanie may be in over her
head, but she’s got two things that Gabriela doesn’t: an unbreakable bond with her
family and a stubborn streak that will never let her quit. She’ll need both to
survive because this search for “fortune and glory” will turn into a desperate
race against time with more on the line than ever before. Because even as she
searches for the treasure and fights to protect her Grandma Mazur, her own deepest
feelings will be tested—as Stephanie could finally be forced to choose between Joe
Morelli and Ranger.
League of Denial Mark Fainaru-Wada 2013-10-08 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The
story of how the NFL, over a period of nearly two decades, denied and sought to
cover up mounting evidence of the connection between football and brain damage
“League of Denial may turn out to be the most influential sports-related book of
our time.”—The Boston Globe “Professional football players do not sustain frequent
repetitive blows to the brain on a regular basis.” So concluded the National
Football League in a December 2005 scientific paper on concussions in America’s
most popular sport. That judgment, implausible even to a casual fan, also
contradicted the opinion of a growing cadre of neuroscientists who worked in vain
to convince the NFL that it was facing a deadly new scourge: a chronic brain
disease that was driving an alarming number of players—including some of the alltime greats—to madness. In League of Denial, award-winning ESPN investigative
reporters Mark Fainaru-Wada and Steve Fainaru tell the story of a public health
crisis that emerged from the playing fields of our twenty-first-century pastime.
Everyone knows that football is violent and dangerous. But what the players who
built the NFL into a $10 billion industry didn’t know—and what the league sought
to shield from them—is that no amount of padding could protect the human brain
from the force generated by modern football, that the very essence of the game
could be exposing these players to brain damage. In a fast-paced narrative that
moves between the NFL trenches, America’s research labs, and the boardrooms where
the NFL went to war against science, League of Denial examines how the league used
its power and resources to attack independent scientists and elevate its own
flawed research—a campaign with echoes of Big Tobacco’s fight to deny the
connection between smoking and lung cancer. It chronicles the tragic fates of
players like Hall of Fame Pittsburgh Steelers center Mike Webster, who was so
disturbed at the time of his death he fantasized about shooting NFL executives,
and former San Diego Chargers great Junior Seau, whose diseased brain became the
target of an unseemly scientific battle between researchers and the NFL. Based on
exclusive interviews, previously undisclosed documents, and private emails, this
is the story of what the NFL knew and when it knew it—questions at the heart of a
crisis that threatens football, from the highest levels all the way down to Pop
Warner.
Hinds Feet on High Places Hannah Hurnard 2013-03-21 Much-Afraid had been in the
service of the Chief Shepherd, whose great flocks were pastured down in the Valley
of Humiliation. She lived with her friends and fellow workers Mercy and Peace in a
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tranquil little white cottage in the village of Much-Trembling. She loved her work
and desired intensely to please the Chief Shepherd, but happy as she was in most
ways, she was conscious of several things which hindered her in her work and
caused her much secret distress and shame. Here is the allegorical tale of MuchAfraid, an every-woman searching for guidance from God to lead her to a higher
place.
Band of Sisters Lauren Willig 2021-03-02 "A crackling portrayal of everyday
American heroines…A triumph." — Fiona Davis, New York Times bestselling author of
The Lions of Fifth Avenue A group of young women from Smith College risk their
lives in France at the height of World War I in this sweeping novel based on a
true story—a skillful blend of Call the Midwife and The Alice Network—from New
York Times bestselling author Lauren Willig. A scholarship girl from Brooklyn,
Kate Moran thought she found a place among Smith’s Mayflower descendants, only to
have her illusions dashed the summer after graduation. When charismatic alumna
Betsy Rutherford delivers a rousing speech at the Smith College Club in April of
1917, looking for volunteers to help French civilians decimated by the German war
machine, Kate is too busy earning her living to even think of taking up the call.
But when her former best friend Emmeline Van Alden reaches out and begs her to
take the place of a girl who had to drop out, Kate reluctantly agrees to join the
new Smith College Relief Unit. Four months later, Kate and seventeen other
Smithies, including two trailblazing female doctors, set sail for France. The
volunteers are armed with money, supplies, and good intentions—all of which
immediately go astray. The chateau that was to be their headquarters is a halfburnt ruin. The villagers they meet are in desperate straits: women and children
huddling in damp cellars, their crops destroyed and their wells poisoned. Despite
constant shelling from the Germans, French bureaucracy, and the threat of being
ousted by the British army, the Smith volunteers bring welcome aid—and hope—to the
region. But can they survive their own differences? As they cope with the
hardships and terrors of the war, Kate and her colleagues find themselves
navigating old rivalries and new betrayals which threaten the very existence of
the Unit. With the Germans threatening to break through the lines, can the Smith
Unit pull together and be truly a band of sisters?
The Case for Christ Lee Strobel 2010-11 The book consists primarily of interviews
between Strobel (a former legal editor at the Chicago Tribune) and biblical
scholars such as Bruce Metzger. Each interview is based on a simple question,
concerning historical evidence (for example, "Can the Biographies of Jesus Be
Trusted?"), scientific evidence, ("Does Archaeology Confirm or Contradict Jesus'
Biographies?"), and "psychiatric evidence" ("Was Jesus Crazy When He Claimed to Be
the Son of God?"). Together, these interviews compose a case brief defending
Jesus' divinity, and urging readers to reach a verdict of their own.
Searching for Black Confederates Kevin M. Levin 2019-08-09 More than 150 years
after the end of the Civil War, scores of websites, articles, and organizations
repeat claims that anywhere between 500 and 100,000 free and enslaved African
Americans fought willingly as soldiers in the Confederate army. But as Kevin M.
Levin argues in this carefully researched book, such claims would have shocked
anyone who served in the army during the war itself. Levin explains that imprecise
contemporary accounts, poorly understood primary-source material, and other
misrepresentations helped fuel the rise of the black Confederate myth. Moreover,
Levin shows that belief in the existence of black Confederate soldiers largely
originated in the 1970s, a period that witnessed both a significant shift in how
Americans remembered the Civil War and a rising backlash against African
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Americans' gains in civil rights and other realms. Levin also investigates the
roles that African Americans actually performed in the Confederate army, including
personal body servants and forced laborers. He demonstrates that regardless of the
dangers these men faced in camp, on the march, and on the battlefield, their legal
status remained unchanged. Even long after the guns fell silent, Confederate
veterans and other writers remembered these men as former slaves and not as
soldiers, an important reminder that how the war is remembered often runs counter
to history.
Brown Girl Dreaming Jacqueline Woodson 2016 Jacqueline Woodson's National Book
Award and Newbery Honor winner, now available in paperback with 7 all-new poems.
Jacqueline Woodson is the 2018-2019 National Ambassador for Young People's
Literature A President Obama "O" Book Club pick Raised in South Carolina and New
York, Woodson always felt halfway home in each place. In vivid poems, she shares
what it was like to grow up as an African American in the 1960s and 1970s, living
with the remnants of Jim Crow and her growing awareness of the Civil Rights
movement. Touching and powerful, each poem is both accessible and emotionally
charged, each line a glimpse into a child's soul as she searches for her place in
the world. Woodson's eloquent poetry also reflects the joy of finding her voice
through writing stories, despite the fact that she struggled with reading as a
child. Her love of stories inspired her and stayed with her, creating the first
sparks of the gifted writer she was to become. Includes 7 new poems, including
"Brown Girl Dreaming". Praise for Jacqueline Woodson: A 2016 National Book Award
finalist for her adult novel, ANOTHER BROOKLYN "Ms. Woodson writes with a sure
understanding of the thoughts of young people, offering a poetic, eloquent
narrative that is not simply a story . . . but a mature exploration of grown-up
issues and self-discovery."--The New York Times Book Review
Glory Over Everything Kathleen Grissom 2017 Continues the story of Jamie Pyke, son
of a slave and the master of Tall Oaks plantation, whose deadly secret compels him
to take a treacherous journey through the Underground Railroad.
Habits of Grace David Mathis 2016-02-12 The Christian life is built on three
seemingly unremarkable practices: reading the Bible, prayer, and fellowship with
other believers. However, according to David Mathis, such “habits of grace” are
the God-designed channels through which his glorious grace flows—making them lifegiving practices for all Christians. Whether it’s hearing God’s voice (the Word),
having his ear (prayer), or participating in his body (fellowship), such spiritual
rhythms of the Christian life have the power to awaken our souls to God’s glory
and stir our hearts for lifelong service in his name. What’s more, these seemingly
simple practices grant us access to a host of spiritual blessings that we can only
begin to imagine this side of eternity—and the incredible joy that such blessings
bring to God’s children today.
Battle Cry of Freedom James M. McPherson 2003-12-11 Filled with fresh
interpretations and information, puncturing old myths and challenging new ones,
Battle Cry of Freedom will unquestionably become the standard one-volume history
of the Civil War. James McPherson's fast-paced narrative fully integrates the
political, social, and military events that crowded the two decades from the
outbreak of one war in Mexico to the ending of another at Appomattox. Packed with
drama and analytical insight, the book vividly recounts the momentous episodes
that preceded the Civil War--the Dred Scott decision, the Lincoln-Douglas debates,
John Brown's raid on Harper's Ferry--and then moves into a masterful chronicle of
the war itself--the battles, the strategic maneuvering on both sides, the
politics, and the personalities. Particularly notable are McPherson's new views on
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such matters as the slavery expansion issue in the 1850s, the origins of the
Republican Party, the causes of secession, internal dissent and anti-war
opposition in the North and the South, and the reasons for the Union's victory.
The book's title refers to the sentiments that informed both the Northern and
Southern views of the conflict: the South seceded in the name of that freedom of
self-determination and self-government for which their fathers had fought in 1776,
while the North stood fast in defense of the Union founded by those fathers as the
bulwark of American liberty. Eventually, the North had to grapple with the
underlying cause of the war--slavery--and adopt a policy of emancipation as a
second war aim. This "new birth of freedom," as Lincoln called it, constitutes the
proudest legacy of America's bloodiest conflict. This authoritative volume makes
sense of that vast and confusing "second American Revolution" we call the Civil
War, a war that transformed a nation and expanded our heritage of liberty.
The Kitchen House Kathleen Grissom 2014-10-21 "In 1790, Lavinia, a seven-year-old
Irish orphan with no memory of her past, arrives on a tobacco plantation where she
is put to work as an indentured servant with the kitchen house slaves. Though she
becomes deeply bonded to her new family, Lavinia is also slowly accepted into the
world of the big house, where the master is absent and the mistress battles opium
addiction. As time passes she finds herself perilously straddling two very
different worlds and when loyalties are brought into question, dangerous truths
are laid bare and lives are at risk."--Publisher's description.
Dust to Glory Ligonier Ministries 2018-10-30 Study guide for Dust to Glory
includes lesson objectives, message outline, study questions, and discussion
questions. Suitable for individual or group study.
Lord of the Flies William Golding 2003-12-16 Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with
a new foreword by Lois Lowry, remains one of the greatest books ever written for
young adults and an unforgettable classic for readers of any age. This edition
includes a new Suggestions for Further Reading by Jennifer Buehler. At the dawn of
the next world war, a plane crashes on an uncharted island, stranding a group of
schoolboys. At first, with no adult supervision, their freedom is something to
celebrate. This far from civilization they can do anything they want. Anything.
But as order collapses, as strange howls echo in the night, as terror begins its
reign, the hope of adventure seems as far removed from reality as the hope of
being rescued.
Formed for the Glory of God Kyle C. Strobel 2013-03-07 Kyle Strobel mines the work
of Jonathan Edwards in search of the Puritan minister?s personal vision for
spiritual development. "In Edwards," Strobel writes, "we find a grasp of spiritual
formation that tries to balance deep thought with deep passion . . . a life of
love with the contemplation of divine things."
The Hope of Glory Jon Meacham 2020-02-18 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Pulitzer
Prize–winning author Jon Meacham explores the seven last sayings of Jesus as
recorded in the Gospels, combining rich historical and theological insights to
reflect on the true heart of the Christian story. For Jon Meacham, as for
believers worldwide, the events of Good Friday and Easter reveal essential truths
about Christianity. A former vestryman of Trinity Church Wall Street and St.
Thomas Church Fifth Avenue, Meacham delves into that intersection of faith and
history in this meditation on the seven phrases Jesus spoke from the cross.
Beginning with “Father, forgive them, for they do not know what they do” and
ending with “Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit,” Meacham captures for the
reader how these words epitomize Jesus’s message of love, not hate; grace, not
rage; and, rather than vengeance, extraordinary mercy. For each saying, Meacham
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composes an essay on the origins of Christianity and how Jesus’s final words
created a foundation for oral and written traditions that upended the very order
of the world. Writing in a tone more intimate than any of his previous works, Jon
Meacham returns us to the moment that transformed Jesus from a historical figure
into the proclaimed Son of God, worshiped by billions.
Someone Who Will Love You in All Your Damaged Glory Raphael Bob-Waksberg
2019-06-11 Written with all the scathing dark humor that is a hallmark of BoJack
Horseman, Raphael Bob-Waksberg delivers a fabulously off-beat collection of short
stories about love—the best and worst thing in the universe. Featuring: • A young
engaged couple forced to deal with interfering relatives dictating the appropriate
number of ritual goat sacrifices for their wedding. • A pair of lonely commuters
who ride the subway in silence, forever, eternally failing to make that longed-for
contact. • A struggling employee at a theme park of U.S. presidents who discovers
that love can’t be genetically modified. And fifteen more tales of humor, romance,
whimsy, cultural commentary, and crushing emotional vulnerability.
33 Days to Morning Glory Michael E. Gaitley, MIC 2011-12-08 Now an ebook! With
over 200,000 books in print, 33 Days to Morning Glory by Fr. Michael Gaitley, MIC
is now available as an ebook through Marian Press. Embark on an extraordinary
journey to Marian consecration on your e-reader. From Fr. Michael E. Gaitley, MIC,
author of the popular book "Consoling the Heart of Jesus," comes an extraordinary
33-day journey to Marian consecration with four giants of Marian spirituality: St.
Louis de Montfort, St. Maximilian Kolbe, Blessed Mother Teresa of Calcutta, and
Blessed Pope John Paul II. Father Michael masterfully summarizes their teaching,
making it easy to grasp, and simple enough to put into practice. More
specifically, he weaves their thought into a user-friendly, do-it-yourself retreat
that will bless even the busiest of people. So, if you've been thinking about
entrusting yourself to Mary for the first time or if you're simply looking to
deepen and renew your devotion to her, "33 Days to Morning Glory" is the right
book to read and the perfect retreat to make.
The Wave Todd Strasser 2013 Tells the story of a high school history class
experiment that frighteningly demonstrated the power of fascism.
Greater Glory Kristen Tiber 2021-05-04 What does it mean to live for God's
glory?Let's find out together! Many people today will tell you that purpose is
found in following your heart. Your career, relationship status, goals, and
hobbies all center around discovering what you want and what makes you happy. But
the Bible tells us that our purpose isn't found inside ourselves. True purpose
that will give us the greatest delight and satisfaction, that has the power to
change the trajectory of our lives, is found in bringing God glory.Join Kristen
Tiber as she takes a fascinating look at the glory of God. As Kristen traces God's
glory chronologically through the Scriptures, you will look at: What is glory? How
was it manifested? And what does it matter to us? You'll discover meaningful
purpose in your experiences and learn how YOU can bring God greater glory through
your obedience, your patience, the desires of your heart, and your suffering. This
five-week women's Bible study includes:* Individual daily assignments in the
Greater Glory workbook* Free access to online, weekly Bible study videos streamed
through www.KristenTiber.com* An optional Leader's Guide for group studyThis study
can be used as an individual Bible study for women or for small groups.Most
women's Bible study material today is geared for small groups in the church
setting. And while small groups wonderfully encourage fellowship, growth with
others, and accountability, the price of the accompanying Bible study videos makes
it near impossible for an individual to participate in the study alone. Greater
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Glory is a 5-week Bible study workbook for small groups or the individual studying
on her own. Videos are free and accessed through www.KristenTiber.com.
Weight of Glory C. S. Lewis 2001-03-20 Selected from sermons delivered by C. S.
Lewis during World War II, these nine addresses offer guidance and inspiration in
a time of great doubt.These are ardent and lucid sermons that provide a
compassionate vision of Christianity.
The Boys' War Jim Murphy 2017-01-31 An ALA Best Book for Young Adults: Firsthand
accounts of the experiences of boys sixteen and younger who fought in the Civil
War, with photos included. Winner of the Golden Kite Award for Nonfiction “Making
extensive use of the actual words—culled from diaries, journals, memoirs, and
letters—of boys who served in the Union and Confederate armies as fighting
soldiers as well as drummers, buglers, and telegraphers, Murphy describes the
beginnings of the Civil War and goes on to delineate the military role of the
underage soldiers and their life in the camps and field bivouacs. Also included is
a description of the boys' return home and the effects upon them of their wartime
experiences…An excellent selection of more than 45 sepia-toned contemporary
photographs augment the text of this informative, moving work.” —School Library
Journal (starred review) “This wrenching look at our nation’s bloodiest conflict
through the eyes of its youthful participants serves up history both heartbreaking
and enlightening.” —Publishers Weekly “This well-researched and readable account
provides fresh insight into the human cost of a pivotal event in United States
history.” —The Horn Book (starred review)
Relationship Goals Michael Todd 2020 A candid, inspiring guide to finding lasting
love by getting real about your relationship goals--based on the viral sermon
series about dating, marriage, and sex. Realer than the most real conversation
you've ever heard in church on the topic, Michael Todd's honest, heartfelt, and
powerful teaching on relationships has already impacted millions. Michael believes
that relationships are the epicenter of human thriving. All too often, though, we
lack the tools or vision to build our relationships on the wisdom and power of
God. In other words, it's good to have a goal, but you can't get there without
proper aim By charting a course that candidly examines our most common pitfalls,
and by unpacking explosive truths from God's Word, Michael's debut book will
transform a trendy hashtag into a future where your most cherished relationships
thrive in relational life, hope, and abundance. Now those are real
#relationshipgoals.
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings Maya Angelou 2010-07-21 Here is a book as joyous
and painful, as mysterious and memorable, as childhood itself. I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings captures the longing of lonely children, the brute insult of
bigotry, and the wonder of words that can make the world right. Maya Angelou’s
debut memoir is a modern American classic beloved worldwide. Sent by their mother
to live with their devout, self-sufficient grandmother in a small Southern town,
Maya and her brother, Bailey, endure the ache of abandonment and the prejudice of
the local “powhitetrash.” At eight years old and back at her mother’s side in St.
Louis, Maya is attacked by a man many times her age—and has to live with the
consequences for a lifetime. Years later, in San Francisco, Maya learns that love
for herself, the kindness of others, her own strong spirit, and the ideas of great
authors (“I met and fell in love with William Shakespeare”) will allow her to be
free instead of imprisoned. Poetic and powerful, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings
will touch hearts and change minds for as long as people read. “I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings liberates the reader into life simply because Maya Angelou
confronts her own life with such a moving wonder, such a luminous dignity.”—James
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Baldwin From the Paperback edition.
Redeeming Love: the Companion Study Francine Rivers 2020-10-13 Venture deeper into
the heart of the classic bestselling novel Redeeming Love with this six-week study
and discover life-changing Bible truths. Through Redeeming Love, millions of
readers have experienced the captivating love story of Angel and Michael Hosea
that illustrates God's power to redeem even the most lost among us. Redeeming
Love: The Companion Study invites you to enter more fully into both the classic
novel's eternal message and the biblical story that inspired its writing. Each
week's readings include: - a personal reflection by Francine Rivers about the
writing of Redeeming Love and the power of God's Word - key scenes from Redeeming
Love, selected to illustrate God's loving pursuit of you - Bible study lessons
that creatively blend story and Scripture to glean fresh insights - thoughtful
reflection questions designed to inspire you to a deeper experience of God Perfect
for both individual reflection and group discussion, this study will draw you
deeper into the life-transforming love celebrated in Redeeming Love.
Kingdom Woman Tony Evans 2013-07-16 A kingdom woman gives the devil as much reason
to fear as a kingdom man. She lives confidently in the knowledge that Christ died
and rose for her so that she can experience the significance of the destiny to
which she has been called. In Kingdom Woman, Tony Evans and his daughter, Chrystal
Evans Hurst, remind women of their calling from God to be free, delivered, healed,
and hopeful. The authors bring insight that encourages women to correct distorted
perceptions and understand who they really are in Christ—never settling for less
when connected with the One who gives them hope. All believers are covered by
God’s covenant with Abraham. Evans and Hurst want women to know these rights and
confidently claim and live by them. The new covenant offers more than a life of
mediocrity. A kingdom woman is called and empowered to live a life of victory
through Christ!
How to Follow God's Will Study Guide Andrew Wommack 2022-02-01 Whether you are
teaching a Sunday school class, leading a small group, discipling an individual,
or studying on your own, this study guide is designed for you! Each lesson
consists of the Lesson text, Outline, Teacher's Guide, Discipleship Questions,
Answer Key, and Scriptures. As a bonus, you can download PDFs of the Outlines,
Discipleship Questions, and Scriptures for each lesson in this study guide.
Finishing Well to the Glory of God John Dunlop, MD 2011-02-04 Most people want to
finish life well, yet so few take the time necessary to carefully think through
what that entails. Some say it means contentment, happiness, and freedom from
pain. Many desire to simply maintain their dignity and enjoy their family and
loved ones. These are reasonable goals; yet, there is a more profound, uniquely
Christian approach to the end of life. John Dunlop, a medical doctor who has
practiced for over thirty years and specializes in geriatrics, combines his
medical expertise, firsthand experience with patients, and firm commitment to
Scripture to propose nine strategies for finishing life well. He shows how with
proper physical, emotional, and spiritual preparation, aging and death need not be
a fight to the finish but a purposeful resting in the arms of the Savior.
Theologically robust and practically relevant, this book will prove to be a
sensitive and helpful resource for anyone facing end-of-life issues.
Bleachers John Grisham 2011-12 From the best-selling author of The Painted House,
The Pelican Brief, and The Firm comes a nostalgic novel about high school football
in a small Texas town, a place in which football has become a religion. Reprint.
The Summer Place Jennifer Weiner 2022-05-10 INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTELLER From
the #1 New York Times bestselling author of That Summer comes another heartfelt
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and unputdownable novel of family, secrets, and the ties that bind. When her
twenty-two-year-old stepdaughter announces her engagement to her pandemic
boyfriend, Sarah Danhauser is shocked. But the wheels are in motion. Headstrong
Ruby has already set a date (just three months away!) and spoken to her beloved
safta, Sarah’s mother Veronica, about having the wedding at the family’s beach
house in Cape Cod. Sarah might be worried, but Veronica is thrilled to be bringing
the family together one last time before putting the big house on the market. But
the road to a wedding day usually comes with a few bumps. Ruby has always known
exactly what she wants, but as the wedding date approaches, she finds herself
grappling with the wounds left by the mother who walked out when she was a baby.
Veronica ends up facing unexpected news, thanks to her meddling sister, and must
revisit the choices she made long ago, when she was a bestselling novelist with a
different life. Sarah’s twin brother, Sam, is recovering from a terrible loss, and
confronting big questions about who he is—questions he hopes to resolve during his
stay on the Cape. Sarah’s husband, Eli, who’s been inexplicably distant during the
pandemic, confronts the consequences of a long ago lapse from his typical good-guy
behavior. And Sarah, frustrated by her husband, concerned about her stepdaughter,
and worn out by challenges of life during quarantine, faces the alluring
reappearance of someone from her past and a life that could have been. When the
wedding day arrives, lovers are revealed as their true selves, misunderstandings
take on a life of their own, and secrets come to light. There are confrontations
and revelations that will touch each member of the extended family, ensuring that
nothing will ever be the same. From “the undisputed boss of the beach read” (The
New York Times), The Summer Place is a testament to family in all its messy glory;
a story about what we sacrifice and how we forgive. Enthralling, witty, bighearted, and sharply observed, this is Jennifer Weiner’s love letter to the Outer
Cape and the power of home, the way our lives are enriched by the people we call
family, and the endless ways love can surprise us.
The Gospel on the Ground - Teen Girls' Bible Study Book Kristi McLelland 2022-06
Jesus never traveled outside of a 100-mile radius from where He was born, yet His
name is spoken in every corner of the earth. The Gospel on the Ground is the story
of how Jesus' message of hope and reconciliation spread from Jerusalem and how
it's still spreading like wildfire today. Taking Jesus' last words here on earth
before He ascended into heaven, "... you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in all
Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth" (Acts 1:8) seriously, Jesus'
first century church grew despite intense persecution and difficulty. Come along
with biblical culturalist Kristi McLelland as she unpacks the life of the early
church in the Book of Acts and shows us that the kingdom of God is always on the
move, always looking outward to bring meaning and joy to a world searching for
true fulfillment and hope. We'll explore the call of Jesus to His disciples then
and to us as His disciples today, the way God's Word can sustain us even in the
most difficult of times, and the transformative grace that we experience as
children of God in His kingdom of celebration.
The Things They Carried Tim O'Brien 2009-10-13 A classic work of American
literature that has not stopped changing minds and lives since it burst onto the
literary scene, The Things They Carried is a ground-breaking meditation on war,
memory, imagination, and the redemptive power of storytelling. The Things They
Carried depicts the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley,
Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and the character Tim O’Brien, who has
survived his tour in Vietnam to become a father and writer at the age of fortythree. Taught everywhere—from high school classrooms to graduate seminars in
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creative writing—it has become required reading for any American and continues to
challenge readers in their perceptions of fact and fiction, war and peace, courage
and fear and longing. The Things They Carried won France's prestigious Prix du
Meilleur Livre Etranger and the Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize; it was also a
finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Critics Circle Award.
33 Days to Greater Glory Michael E. Gaitley, MIC 2020-02-06 Fr. Michael E.
Gaitley, MIC, author of 33 Days to Morning Glory, one of the most popular Catholic
books of the last decade, brings us his first new book in three years. 33 Days to
Greater Glory completes a trilogy of consecrations: first to Mary, then to Jesus,
the Divine Mercy, and now to God, our Father. This final consecration to our
Heavenly Father truly is the “greater” consecration, the one in which all others
find their origin and end.
Blue-Eyed Child of Fortune Robert Gould Shaw 2011-08-15 On the Boston Common
stands one of the great Civil War memorials, a magnificent bronze sculpture by
Augustus Saint-Gaudens. It depicts the black soldiers of the Fifty-fourth
Massachusetts Infantry marching alongside their young white commander, Colonel
Robert Gould Shaw. When the philosopher William James dedicated the memorial in
May 1897, he stirred the assembled crowd with these words: "There they march,
warm-blooded champions of a better day for man. There on horseback among them, in
the very habit as he lived, sits the blue-eyed child of fortune." In this book
Shaw speaks for himself with equal eloquence through nearly two hundred letters he
wrote to his family and friends during the Civil War. The portrait that emerges is
of a man more divided and complex--though no less heroic--than the Shaw depicted
in the celebrated film Glory. The pampered son of wealthy Boston abolitionists,
Shaw was no abolitionist himself, but he was among the first patriots to respond
to Lincoln's call for troops after the attack on Fort Sumter. After Cedar Mountain
and Antietam, Shaw knew the carnage of war firsthand. Describing nightfall on the
Antietam battlefield, he wrote, "the crickets chirped, and the frogs croaked, just
as if nothing unusual had happened all day long, and presently the stars came out
bright, and we lay down among the dead, and slept soundly until daylight. There
were twenty dead bodies within a rod of me." When Federal war aims shifted from an
emphasis on restoring the Union to the higher goal of emancipation for four
million slaves, Shaw's mother pressured her son into accepting the command of the
North's vanguard black regiment, the Fifty-fourth Massachusetts. A paternalist who
never fully reconciled his own prejudices about black inferiority, Shaw assumed
the command with great reluctance. Yet, as he trained his recruits in Readville,
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Massachusetts, during the early months of 1963, he came to respect their pluck and
dedication. "There is not the least doubt," he wrote his mother, "that we shall
leave the state, with as good a regiment, as any that has marched." Despite such
expressions of confidence, Shaw in fact continued to worry about how well his
troops would perform under fire. The ultimate test came in South Carolina in July
1863, when the Fifty-fourth led a brave but ill-fated charge on Fort Wagner, at
the approach to Charleston Harbor. As Shaw waved his sword and urged his men
forward, an enemy bullet felled him on the fort's parapet. A few hours later the
Confederates dumped his body into a mass grave with the bodies of twenty of his
men. Although the assault was a failure from a military standpoint, it proved the
proposition to which Shaw had reluctantly dedicated himself when he took command
of the Fifty-fourth: that black soldiers could indeed be fighting men. By year's
end, sixty new black regiments were being organized. A previous selection of
Shaw's correspondence was privately published by his family in 1864. For this
volume, Russell Duncan has restored many passages omitted from the earlier edition
and has provided detailed explanatory notes to the letters. In addition he has
written a lengthy biographical essay that places the young colonel and his
regiment in historical context.
Frankenstein (Modern English Translation) Mary Shelley 2019-05 Carefully edited
for modern readers to allow for easier reading Obsessed with the secret of
creation, Swiss scientist Dr. Victor Frankenstein cobbles together a body he's
determined to bring to life. And one fateful night, he does. When the creature
opens his eyes, the doctor is repulsed: his vision of perfection is, in fact, a
hideous monster. Dr. Frankenstein abandons his creation, but the monster won't be
ignored, setting in motion a chain of violence and terror that shadows Victor to
his death. Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, a gripping story about the ethics of
creation and the consequences of trauma, is one of the most influential Gothic
novels in British literature. It is as relevant today as it is haunting.
Waking the Dead John Eldredge 2016-09-13 Waking the Dead—newly revised and updated
for these trying times—reveals the secret of finding a full life, identifying the
fierce battle over our hearts, and embracing all that God has in store. Jesus
said, “I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full.” That’s the
offer of Christianity, from God himself. Jesus touched people, and they changed:
the blind had sight, the lame walked, the deaf heard, the dead were raised. To be
touched by God, in other words, is to be restored, to be made into all God means
us to be. That is what Christianity promises to do—make us whole, set us free,
bring us fully alive.
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